
Stage 1     WAGON  

 

Round count      Shooting Order 
10 pistol      Pistols,Rifle,Shotgun 

10 rifle        

4+ shotgun on your person      

        

Staging 
Rifle and Shotgun  on RIGHT side of wagon. Two Pistols loaded with 5 rounds each and 

holstered. 

Procedure 

Shooter starts at LEFT side of wagon. Both hands on hat brim. Say “I want my frying pan back.” 

ATB with pistols ALTERNATE on P1 and P2 for 9 rounds. Put 10
th

 round on P3. Retrieve 

RIFLE and from the LEFT engage R1-R3 with 3 sweeps. With 10
th

 round shoot the frying Pan.       

( A hit is a 5 second bonus a miss is a miss.) Make safe and with Shotgun engage 4 knockdowns 

in any order 
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                                                                       RIFLE/SHOTGUN 
 



 

Stage 2  Well  

 

 

Round count      Shooting Order 
10 pistol      Rifle, Shotgun, Pistols  

9+1 rifle  ( 1 Reload) 

4 + shotgun on your person          

         

Staging 
Rifle in hand and shotgun staged anywhere on well. Two pistols loaded with five rounds each 

and holstered. 

 

Procedure 

Shooter starts by the well with Rifle in both hands. Say the line “ I’ve got a bullet for you little 

man.” ATB Engage BIG cowboy with 9 rounds. Reload 1 round and engage little cowboy.(a 

miss is a miss, no bonus) Make safe and with SHOTGUN engage 4 knockdowns in any order. 

Make safe and with pistols engage P1-P3 with 3 sweeps from either direction and put 10
th

 round 

on any target. 
 

         

                                                                                                             

                    

                     

                                                                                                             
  

                   

               

                                                                                                     



 

STAGE #3    FORT 

 

 

                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                      

Round count      Shooting Order 

10 pistol      Shooters choice!! Rifle NOT LAST!! 

10  rifle                           

4 + shotgun on your person     

        

Staging 
ALL FIREARMS ON TABLE!!! 

 

Procedure 

Shooter starts facing crowd. Say the line “ This is like shooting fish in a barrel!” ATB –Shooters 

CHOICE ( Rifle NOT LAST)—RIFLE—The rifle targets are to be engaged in a 1-3-1 sweep 

twice from either end ( YES you may). PISTOLS—Also engaged in a 1-3-1 sweep twice , from 

either end ( pistols may be holstered or back to table). SHOTGUN—Knockdown in any order. 
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Stage 4    JAIL 
   

 

 

Round count      Shooting Order 
10 pistol      RIFLE, PISTOLS, SHOTGUN 

10 rifle       

4+ shotgun on your person     

        

Staging 

Rifle in BOTH hands and Shotgun on target box. 2 pistols loaded with 5 rounds and holstered. 

 

Procedure 

Shooter will begin at the window with RIFLE in both hands. Say the line “ I’ve got more where 

this came from.” ATB with rifle engage any two of the targets with two (2) rounds each, and the 

other two with three (3) rounds each. Make safe and with PISTOLS engage any two of the 

targets with two (2) rounds each, and the other two with three (3) rounds each. Retrieve 

SHOTGUN and engage knockdowns in any order. 

 

    

     

                                                                                                    
 

         

            
 

                                                                                                    
                                              

                                         

                                                                                          

                                                             
 

 

 



Stage 5    CEMETARY    

 

 

Round count      Shooting Order 
10 pistol      Rifle 

10  rifle          Shotgun 

4+ shotgun on your person    Pistol 

        

Staging 

Rifle and Shotgun on LEFT table.  2 pistols loaded with 5 rounds and holstered. 

 

Procedure 

Shooter will begin standing at LEFT side of fence with both hands touching fence. Say the line “ 

Dig’em deep boys!” ATB with RIFLE from the LEFT engage the targets in a 2-1-2 sweep twice. 

Make safe and with SHOTGUN from the entrance engage 4 knockdowns in any order. Make 

Shotgun safe on RIGHT table and with PISTOLS from the LEFT engage the targets in a 2-1-2 

sweep twice. 

 

    
                                                                                                                                   

 

                                                                                       

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                   
 

                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                              

 

 

 

                          

 

 

                                                                                                                  
 



Stage 6      LIVERY STABLE  

  
Round count      Shooting Order 
10 pistol      PISTOLS ,RIFLE, SHOTGUN 

10 rifle           

4 + shotgun on your person     

        

Staging 

SHOTGUN in RIGHT window, RIFLE in LEFT window. 2 pistols loaded with 5 rounds each 

and holstered. 

 

Procedure 

Start standing in CENTER of doorway hands on pistols. Say the line “ I’m gonna drop this anvil 

on your foot!!” ATB starting on P1 engage P1 one (1) time and P2 four (4) times. With second 

pistol engage P2 one (1) time and P1 four (4) times. Move to LEFT window and with first five 

(5) RIFLE rounds engage R1 one time and R2 four times. With second five rounds engage R2 1 

time and R1 four times. Make safe, and with shotgun engage 4 knockdowns in any order. 
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